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Multi-view Video plus Depth (MVD) data refer to a set of conventional color video sequences and an associated set of 
depth video sequences, all acquired at slightly different viewpoints. This huge amount of data necessitates a reliable 
compression method. However, there is no standardized compression method for MVD sequences. H.264/MVC 
compression method, which was standardized for Multi
many adaptations to MVD. However, it has been shown that MVC is 
 We propose a novel option as for compression of MVD data. 
consistency. The originality of the proposed method relies on the use of the decoded color data a
associated depth compression. This is meant to
motivated by previous studies of artifacts occurring in synthesized views: most annoying distortions are located 
strong depth discontinuities and these distortions are due to misalignment of depth and color edges in decoded images. 
Thus the method is meant to preserve edges and to ensure consistent localization of color edges and depth edges.
To ensure compatibility, colored sequences are encoded with H.264. Depth maps compression
image codec, namely LAR (Locally adapted Resolution). It consists in a quad
quad-tree representation contributes in the p
The adopted strategy is meant to be more perceptually driven than state
compared to H.264 encoding of depth images. O
method, and visual quality of synthesized views is improved with the proposed approach.
Keywords: 3DTV, compression, multi-view video plus depth
 
3D Video applications1, such as 3D Television (3DTV) or Free 
conventional video sequences to ensure depth sensation, or to offer novel v
color and geometry information of the scene is the key. 
and meet this need. They consist in a set of conventional color video sequences and an 
sequences, all acquired at slightly different viewpoints.
A first issue refers to the need for an efficient 
processed. Up to now, there is no standardized comp
compression methods rely on the extension of state
extension (standardized for Multi-View
Coding4, has been the subject of many adaptations 
inter-view redundancies in both types of data
observed that in case of large disparity between the different views of multi
did not result in an improved coding efficiency
A second issue refers to the synthesis of novel vie
from depth and color data through Depth
d for perceptually driven joint color/
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ABSTRACT   
 
-View-Video representation (MVV), has been the subject of 
not well adapted to encode multi
Its main purpose is to preserve 
 ensure consistency in both types of data after decoding. Our strategy is 
-tree representation of the images. The 
reservation of edges in both color and depth data. 
-of-the-art methods. 
bjective metrics scores are similar with H.264 and with the proposed 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
Viewpoint Television (FTV), require the use of several 
iews of a scene. For these purposes, the use of 
MVD data refer to a specific representation of an observed scene 
associated set of depth video 
  
MVD compression method, considering the huge amount of data to be 
ression method for MVD sequences. Most of the proposed 
-of-the-art 2D codecs. The most popular is H264/AVC
-Video representation, MVV), namely H.264/MVC for Multi
for MVD compression5. However, the exploitations of the spatial 
 turn out to be insufficient in particular cases. For instance, 
-view sequences, the predictions structures 
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ws from decoded data. New intermediate viewpoints can be generated 
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depth 
-view depth data. 
joint color/depth 
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out the impact of depth encoding on the synthesized frames. Compression-related artifacts that may be imperceptible in 
depth maps cause important distortion during the synthesis process7. 
Many methods have been proposed recently in order to address the aforementioned issues. Various encoding strategies 
are possible to achieve depth map compression. Several studies have proposed bit-rate-control methods8,9, relying on the 
objective quality of the resulting synthesized views, or on a distortion model10. A popular and efficient strategy is the 
post-processing of depth maps after decoding11. Depth-adapted encoding methods12,13,14 have also been proposed. Section 
0 gives a review of these methods. Our work is in line with the depth-adapted encoding strategy since the method 
proposed in this paper relies on a content-based representation of the depth map.  
The main purpose of this novel framework is to preserve the consistency between color and depth data. Our strategy is 
motivated by previous studies7 of artifacts occurring in synthesized views: most annoying distortions are located around 
strong depth discontinuities15 and these distortions are due to misalignment of depth and color edges in decoded images. 
Thus the method is meant to preserve edges and to ensure consistent localization of color edges and depth edges. It is 
based on a 2D still image codec, namely LAR16(Locally adapted Resolution). The LAR codec is based on a quad-tree 
representation of the images. In this quad-tree, the smaller the blocks, the higher the probability of the presence of a 
depth discontinuity. Analogously, big blocks correspond to smooth areas. The quad-tree representation contributes in the 
preservation of depth transitions when target bit-rate decreases. Another original contribution of the proposed method 
relies on the use of the decoded color data as an anchor for the enhancement of the associated decoded depth, together 
with information provided by the quad-tree structure. This is meant to ensure consistency in both types of data after 
decoding.  
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the compression issues for MVD data. Section 3 presents the 
proposed method. Section 4 defines the experimental protocol and gives the results. Finally Section 5 concludes the 
paper.  
2. COMPRESSION OF MVD SEQUENCES AND QUALITY OF SYNTHESIZED VIEWS 
This section presents the main issues related to MVD compression and a review of the proposed methods addressing 
these problems in the literature. 
Most of the proposed compression methods for MVD data rely on the extension of state-of-the-art 2D codecs. Sets of 
color and depth sequences can be separately encoded through existing 2D methods. This is an evident encoding strategy 
because depth maps, being monochromatic signals, are considered as conventional sequences. However, depth maps are 
not natural images. They provide structural information of the scene: large and smooth regions often belong to the same 
depth plane. The closer the depth plane is from the acquiring camera, the lighter the region. This leads to smooth areas 
with sharp edges. The edges correspond to depth transitions.  
Previous studies17,18,19 have shown that coding artifacts on depth data can dramatically influence the quality of the 
synthesized view. Particularly, the sharp edges of the depth maps are prone to synthesis errors even when depth maps are 
uncompressed.  As pointed out in a recent study15, the synthesis process, with DIBR methods, induces specific artifacts 
located around the edges of objects. These errors are notably due to depth map inaccuracy, numerical rounding, hole 
filling method in DIBR, or both. Consequently, errors occurring in these specific critical areas of the depth maps are 
enhanced by coarse compression. The impacts of depth compression on visual quality of synthesized views can be 
explained by the fact that 2D codecs are optimized for human visual perception of color images. Thus, artifacts, that may 
be imperceptible when visualizing the depth map, produce distortions because during the synthesis, the warping process 
relies on wrong depth values. The impacts of depth compression was observed in different studies7,18.  
Consequently, efforts have been directed in order to propose depth compression methods more adapted to the special 
features of depth maps. Morvan et al.12 proposed to represent the depth map thanks to platelets (piecewise linear 
functions). The depth map is first divided through quad-tree decomposition and each block is approximated by a platelet. 
The platelet-based compression outperformed JPEG2000 in the study. An additional interesting comparison would be 
that against H.264/AVC. Moreover, in this study, the gain is evaluated with respect to the depth distortion (in PSNR). 
This protocol of validation is questionable because since the artifacts in the two compared methods are different, their 
impact on the synthesis may also be different. Yet, the quality of the synthesized views generated from the decoded 
depth maps is not presented. Graziosi et al.13 also proposed a block partioning method associated to a least-square 
prediction for depth map compression. In this method, the validation is also achieved by comparing the depth map 
  
 
 
distortion from different compression scheme (JPEG2000 and H.264 intra). The method includes the use of a dictionary, 
containing concatenations of scaled versions of previously encoded image blocks. Sarkis et al.14 proposed a depth 
compression method based on a subsampling in the frequency domain followed by a reconstruction using a non-linear 
conjugate gradient minimization scheme. The method also meant to preserve the particular features of the depth map. 
The method outperformed JPEG and JPEG2000. 
As Morvan et al. and Graziosi et al., our method relies on a block partioning. Contrary to the aforementioned methods, 
we choose to evaluate the performances of our method against H.264, whose artifacts in the depth map induce less 
annoying distortions than JPEG2000 (Gibbs effect in the depth map induce disastrous distortions in the synthesized 
view). The quantization used in our method is also different since we choose to modify the block partioning of the depth 
map according to the target bit-rate. The next section will present our proposed method that is meant to preserve object 
edges to maximize the synthesized view quality. 
3. PROPOSED METHOD 
Since color and depth sequences can be encoded through two different schemes, the proposed method enables the use of 
any compression method for the color sequences. In our case, we use H.264 for color sequence encoding since it has 
proved its efficiency for conventional color media compression. Moreover, encoding color with a standard codec enables 
backward compatibility with classical 2D video. This section presents the depth map encoding strategy. 
 
3.1 Depth map encoding method 
To address the first constraint regarding the preservation of the depth map edges, a content-based representation and 
encoding is required. We choose to base our method on the LAR method because the quad-tree representation of this 
method matches the characteristics of the depth maps. The LAR method is based on the assumption that an image can be 
considered as the combination of two components: the global information and the details, which are respectively the flat 
image and the local texture. The flat image and the local texture both rely on the same quad-tree representation. Each 
pixel in the flat image is assigned the mean value of the pixels of the block it belongs to. Each pixel in the local texture is 
then assigned the compensated error. Figure 1 depicts this principle. 
 
 
 
 
 
Since depth maps do not contain high frequency areas, the local texture (that is to say the details) is not essential and 
represents an avoidable additional cost of compression. Thus, only the flat image is considered and encoded in the 
method we propose.  
 
3.1.1 Quad-tree decomposition 
The quad-tree decomposition is dependent on the local gradient of the depth image. Given a threshold  for the local 
gradient, the image is split into blocks: the higher the local activity, the more splits. This leads to small blocks around 
object edges and bigger ones in continuous areas.  
+ = 
Flat image (low resolution) Texture image (details) Original Image 
Figure 1: Assumption of LAR method. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
We denote …	
 the quad-tree partition with   and  the maximal and minimal allowed block sizes, 
expressed as power of 2. Let  be an image and ,  a pixel of  with coordinates, . The block ,  in  is 
noted , , expressed as: 
 
 ,   ,     |    "  #    $ 1,    "  #    $ 1,    … & (1)  
 
As explained before, the quad-tree partition …	
relies on the analysis of the local gradient. Then, the 
decomposition can be expressed as: 
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(2)  
 
The value of the threshold  strongly influences the final representation of the image. Figure 2 gives an example of 
quad-tree decomposition for the first frame of Book Arrival sequence. 
 
3.1.2 Compression scheme 
The compression scheme in the LAR method is based on a pyramidal decomposition20. The pyramid, built from , 
consists of a set of images, noted as ?NOAOPQOPO , as a multi-resolution representation of the image, where R  is the top of 
the pyramid and R  0 is the lowest level, i.e. the full resolution image. At each level, the image is expressed by: 
 
 S R  0, NQ,   , R E 0, NO,   TNOUV2, 2 $ NOUV2 $ 1,2 $ 12 XM (3)  
 
The LAR method allows the prediction of each level of the pyramid, from top to bottom. For each level, the associated 
image of errors, also relying on the quad-tree decomposition, can be transmitted to compensate the prediction errors. At 
the decoder side, from the top to the bottom, the image is reconstructed. 
Compression cost is mainly due to the encoding of small blocks. This is why in our proposed method small blocks are 
not transmitted (those are blocks whose size is such as    ). This is achievable thanks to the pyramidal 
decomposition. The encoding of small blocks is related to the image of errors corresponding to the lowest level, i.e. NQ. 
The lowest level is not encoded in the method we propose, and the image will be refined at the decoder side thanks to the 
analysis of the values of the nearest neighbor blocks whose size is such as  E : they will be predicted, depending 
on the values of their closest larger blocks. This allows bit-rate savings. The pseudo code of this prediction is given in 
Figure 3. 
Depth map Quad-tree with Y=8 
Figure 2: Quad-tree decomposition (Book Arrival). 
  
 
 
 
 
3.2 Rate control in depth map 
Pasteau et al. 16 suggested applying a quantization step depending on the block sizes, in the case of conventional images. 
Our experiments revealed that in the case of depth map compression, this was not an adequate strategy because the 
smaller the blocks, the coarser was the quantization (this allowed bit rate savings because small block are costly). Yet, 
small blocks correspond to strong depth discontinuities and errors occurring in these areas may have disastrous effect at 
the synthesis step. Figure 4 shows the impact of the quantization as suggested in Pasteau et al.16 (first column) at 0.06 
bpp. Depth transitions are highly degraded and will result in errors in the synthesized frame (third column, crumbling 
artifacts around the head and around the legs of the chair). The synthesized frames obtained in Figure 4 are generated 
from original color data and decoded depth maps in order to visually assess only the impact of depth quantization (i.e. 
not the combined effect of both color and depth compression). 
Prediction of lowest level of the pyramidal decomposition NYO is the estimated representation of the image at the decoder side, for level R. …	
 is the quad-tree partition. 
For R=R … RV 
Estimate NYO as in the LAR method 
End for 
For each block of P such as    … 2 Z   
Given …	
, then  NYQ,    NYV[B\ , []B\ 
End For 
For each block of  such as     
 NYQ(	
, )  Mean value of the closest block  of  such as  E    
End For 
 
Figure 3: Pseudo code for Prediction Algorithm of lowest level of the pyramidal decomposition. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Thus, we propose a quantization achieved through the evolution of the quad-tree representation of the image. Small 
blocks are costly and a way to reduce the bit-rate is to reduce the number of small blocks. This implies that the quad-tree 
representation can change according to the target bit-rate. The number of small blocks is directly related to the value of 
the threshold . Thus, an increasing threshold  decreases the bit-rate, so that the representation of the image contains 
larger blocks. This corresponds to a spatial quantization that affects the values of the depth. It results in assigning the 
same depth to object that were not formerly in the same depth plane. The dynamic range of the depth is reduced but the 
global structure is preserved. Figure 4 shows that the proposed method (second column) renders sharp depth transitions. 
The synthesized frame in Figure 4, fourth column, shows improvements compared to the previous strategy, third column. 
Figure 5 gives the quad-tree representations and the resulting depth maps using two different thresholds for the quad-tree 
decomposition. It shows that the semantic information of the image is preserved. 
Decoded depth when 
applying our proposed 
strategy. 
Decoded depth when 
applying quantization 
suggested in Pasteau et 
al.  
Frame synthesized from 
decoded depth when 
applying our proposed 
strategy. 
Frame synthesized from 
decoded depth when 
applying quantization 
suggested in Pasteau et 
al.  
Figure 4: Comparison of two decoded depth maps at 0.06bpp, 
using the LAR method or the proposed method of rate control. 
  
 
 
 
 
In this study, we empirically determined a model allowing the choice of  depending on the target bit-rate. Based on the 
analysis of the synthesized view quality scores obtained for various values of , and according to the corresponding bit-
rate ^ of the encoded frames, we opted to an exponential model such as: 
   9I_` (4)  ^ is the target bit-rate, 9 and  are two constants. Previous experiments showed that 9  30 and   612 gave good 
results for the tested sequence. Note that these values will differ from one MVD sequence to another, since the 
representation of the quad-tree depends on the structure of the sequence, thus  model depends on the depth structure of 
the sequence.  
3.3 Depth reconstruction at decoder side 
To address the second constraint regarding the consistency between color and depth edges, reconstruction step is 
included at the depth map decoder side, right after the first estimation of the smallest blocks, as explained in Section 
3.1.2. The additional step described in this section can be considered as a second pass of the depth reconstruction. It 
consists of a multi-lateral filtering aided by the quad-tree representation whose principles are partially based on the 
description of Lai et al. method21. In our proposed method, the decoded associated color image is used to enhance only 
the blocks smaller or equal to 4x4 in the depth map. Small blocks are likely to be located around depth discontinuities. 
Thus, it is believed that improving the accuracy in these regions, according to the decoded associated color, will ensure 
consistency between color and depth edges. Let bc be the decoded associated color image, and NYQ the lowest level image 
of the depth pyramidal decomposition.  Let Ω be the set of pixels such as: 
 
 Ω   NYQ, eNYQ,   NYQ(, ),    … 4M (5)  
 
The reconstruction, noted NYQg, , of any pixel belonging to Ω is expressed as: 
 
 ' NYQ,   Ω, NYQg,   NYQgh  Vi ∑ NYQhkl IUmnopmqrs IUtuvwnouvwptqrx IUmuynouypmqrz   , (6)  
 
 {   ∑ IUmnopmqrs IUtuvwnouvwptqrx IUmuynouypmqrzkl , (7)  
b 
Figure 5: Quantization of the depth map.  
=8, 0.3bpp =40, 0.06bpp 
  
 
 
 Γis the pixel window used for the calculation; N}>9 is the luminance component of the decoded color image;  N}>9h 
and N}>9~ are pixels of the luminance component of the decoded color image; , , are standard deviations 
related to the spatial domain, the depth range domain (similarity of depth values), and the color range domain, 
respectively. 
 
 
Figure 6 gives the overview of the proposed method. In this figure, at the encoding step, black blocks correspond to non 
transmitted blocks. 
 
 
4. EXPERIMENTS 
4.1 Protocol 
The proposed method is compared to state-of-the-art codec H.264 in intra mode. As preliminary studies, the experiments 
concern only still images. First frames of views 6 and 10 from Book Arrival were encoded through both encoding 
methods. Afterwards, decoded color and depth maps were used to compute the intermediate view 8, through the 
reference software, VSRS 3.522. Since view 8 is among the originally acquired views, it is considered as a ground truth 
for the quality assessments. In this paper, the quad-tree decomposition parameters are   1 and   12. In 
Equation (4), 9  30 and   612. Finally, in Equation 7,   4,   10,   3. The color images are encoded with 
a QP varying from 0 to 50. Figure 7 gives an overview of the experimental protocol. 
Decoding 
 
Original Frame Quad-tree 
partioning 
Block 
averaging 
Encoding 
(Small blocks not 
transmitted) 
Color-aided 
reconstruction  
Decoded 
depth map 
 
Decoded color 
image 
 
Flat image 
Prediction of small blocks 
thanks to larger neighbor 
blocks 
 
Figure 6: Overview of the proposed method. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.2 Results 
For the performance comparisons, a pixel-based metric (PSNR) and a more perception-oriented metric VIF (Visual 
Information Fidelity23) are considered. Figure 8 depicts the rate-distortion curve obtained by computing the PSNR 
scores, and the VIF scores of the synthesized views, with respect to the original acquired view. At high bit-rates (higher 
than 2bpp), the proposed method obtains better PSNR scores. However, under 2bpp, H.264 performs better.  
 
The curve based on VIF scores shows that H.264 and the proposed method give similar results at high bit-rates (higher 
than 2bpp). However, contrary to the curve based on PSNR, the curve based on the perception-oriented VIF shows that 
the proposed method performs better at low bit-rates. 
 
A visual appreciation is also useful to evaluate the methods. Figure 9 gives snapshots of the obtained synthesized views 
for 0.1bpp and 0.9bpp. Ghosting effect is perceptible with both methods behind the head of the man. However, the quad-
tree based method preserves better the vertical edges: the vertical dark lines of the posters are better rendered with the 
data encoded with the proposed method. At low bit-rate (0.1bpp), Figure 9 gives snapshots of the synthesized views. 
Although, PSNR score shows lower performances for the proposed method at low bit-rate, the observation of Figure 9 
shows improvements around the edges of the synthesized objects. The ghosting effect around the head of the man is less 
strong with the proposed method. The crumbling artifacts occurring around the leg of the chair at 0.1bpp with H.264 are 
no longer perceptible with the proposed method.  
View 6 View 10 
Codec* 
View synthesis of an 
intermediate viewpoint 
Synthesized view (view 8) 
*: H.264, or Proposed method 
Color+ Depth Color+ Depth 
Figure 7: Overview of the experimental protocol 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
We proposed a novel framework whose main purpose is to preserve consistency between color and depth edges. Depth 
encoding is based on a 2D still image codec, namely LAR (Locally Adapted Resolution). It consists in a quad-tree 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
29
30
31
32
33
34
PSNR of synthesized view with respect to original acquired view
bpp (color+depth)
PS
NR
 
 
H.264 (color and depth)
Proposed method
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45
0.5
VIF of synthesized view with respect to original acquired view
bpp (color+depth)
VI
F
 
 
H.264 (color+depth)
Proposed method
Bit rate = 0.9bpp Bit rate = 0.1bpp 
Figure 8: Performance comparisons, in terms of PSNR and VIF, between the original view and the synthesized 
view. 
Figure 9: Snapshots of synthesized views from data encoded with H.264 and from data 
encoded with the proposed method. 
  
 
 
representation of the images. The quad-tree representation contributes in the preservation of edges in depth data. The 
originality of the proposed method relies on the proposed quantization method and the use of the decoded color data as 
an anchor for the associated depth enhancement at the decoder side. The proposed method showed visual performances 
similar to H.264 at high bit-rates and some improvements at lower bit-rates because it preserves better the object edges. 
Future work should focus on the use of a more perception-oriented criterion for the quad-tree decomposition. A method 
to choose automatically the  model, for any sequence, should also be investigated. Finally, the method should be 
extended to exploit temporal redundancies in the whole sequence. 
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